
Creating an iGUIDE Instant is as easy as 1-2-3

  Speedy delivery   Simple to use

Capture Process Share

  Superior quality

Affordable 3D virtual tours with 
interactive floor plans in minutes!

Create a 3D virtual tour with  
an interactive floor plan in  
less than 20 minutes.2

User-friendly interface and
interactive floor plan provide  
a seamless experience.

Photo-document and measure 
the property details with the 

iGUIDE PLANIX camera system. 

Our proprietary AI interprets the 
property data delivering your 3D  

virtual tour and floor plan in minutes.

*iGUIDE Instant is currently in BETA and only available in the United States. The machine-generated floor plan quality relies on the input data 
the camera operator provides. iGUIDE Instant is limited to properties no greater than 5,000 sq ft and projects with no more than 75 scans.

1Buyers: Results from the Zillow Consumer Housing Trends Report 2023 
2Based on a 3,000 sq ft property.

Share your 3D virtual tour  
and interactive floor plan across  

web and social platforms.

73% of buyers expressed that a  
3D tour gives them a better feel for 
the space than static photos alone.1

Comprehensive marketing 
solution with custom  
branding and analytics.

Instant

1 2 3

$7.99
Per Project

USD

Don’t settle for anything less than the fastest,  
easiest and most cost-effective 3D virtual tour solution.

Unleash your potential and connect  
with an iGUIDE specialist to learn more.



Why settle for less when you can have it all?

Contact us

With iGUIDE Instant, create 3D virtual tours with interactive floor plans for less.

Upgrade for additional features:

 3D virtual tour  Online floor plan  Room dimensions

 On-screen measurements  Feature sheet creator  Analytics reporting

 Branding (banner & panos)  Pano replacement tool  Virtual showing

 Tags  Embedded video  Photo gallery & delivery

 Property description & report  Neighborhood map  Google Street View & indexing

iGUIDE Standard iGUIDE Premium

Floor plans (PDF, JPG, DXF, SVG formats)

Floor area calculations
(ANSI-Z765-2021 / RECA RMS 2017)

Offline download for self-hosting

Detailed floor plans (cabinets, fixtures, appliances)

ESX sketch or DWG file Add-on Add-on

  sales@planitar.com

  1 844 568 1723

  goiguide.com/iguide-instant

   560 Parkside Drive, Unit 401, 
Waterloo, ON, Canada N2L 5Z4
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